The ISP Technologies Advantage
The ISP Technologies engineering team has been designing cutting edge audio products for more than 25 years and our
engineering technology surpasses even the biggest and most established names in the speaker market. With over 20 patents
issued for various audio signal-processing technologies, the engineering team of ISP Technologies has achieved the leading
edge in developing state of the art sound systems. ISP understands that the basic foundation of great live sound is fidelity.
Delivering extremely high performance live sound with intelligibility, clarity, and accurate uniform response at every seat, is the
major goal of ISP Technologies. The ISP Technologies HDL Series is the only true 4-way line array technology available, and
with our patent pending design, no one else can come close to this level of performance. By providing four separate and
discreet bands, we can eliminate the problems associated with poor performance due to components covering a large portion of
the spectrum, which results in intermodulation distortion. Most sound systems cannot deliver ruler flat frequency response in
the midrange due to a number of shortcomings such as using a large woofer to reproduce both the lows and mid-frequencies at
high sound pressure levels. The paper cone speaker cannot deliver crisp clear midrange response while reproducing high
power lows due to cone breakup and intermodulation distortion. The 4-way design of the HDL series is quickly becoming known
as the best sounding line array cabinets available. The HDL 4-way series is available in two different sizes, the HDL 4212 and
the HDL 4210.
Not All Speakers are Created Equal
ISP Technologies offers a unique solution to the problem of flown, high quality sound reinforcement speakers in small to large
Houses of Worship, school auditoriums, sports arenas or any room from 100 to 20,000 plus seats. Our analysis shows that for
most cases of flown speakers, a 60-degree or more vertical pattern is needed to cover from the first row to the last.
Conventional speakers typically offer a vertical coverage of only 40 degrees, and a horizontal coverage of 90 degrees, and this is
only at some limited high frequency range. A big chunk of the midrange is usually handled by a 15 or 12-inch cone, which starts
to beam at these frequencies, limiting the horizontal coverage to less than 90 degrees in this range. At the crossover between
the large cone driver and the high frequency horn, the large spacing between their centers means that the vertical coverage has
a big dip in the response around the crossover frequency at small angles off center. The result is uneven coverage, especially
right in the middle of the voice range. Adding more boxes to try to achieve more coverage only makes the problem worse, since
almost all conventional boxes do not ‘array’ together properly, giving rise to comb filtering (severe peaks and dips spaced
throughout the frequency response) and loss of clarity.
Line array speakers can do a better job than conventional speakers at offering uniform coverage over wide vertical angles, but at
a much higher price. This is due to many factors. First, each line array box is designed with very narrow vertical coverage, at
least in the high frequencies (anywhere from 3 degrees to 12 degrees). This means you need a lot of boxes to get a lot of
coverage. Second, their complex design and ’newness’ commands a high price per box. Third, each box has its own expensive
flying hardware to link the boxes together. And fourth, they almost always require racks of amplifiers, an outboard processor,
and an experienced technician to set them up right. This has limited their use to larger rooms. Also, many of the line array
boxes have problems in the horizontal coverage, resulting in uneven, not very high fidelity sound in many seats. ISP has solved
these problems by developing the ISP Reference Line Array Series and the LT Series speakers. These systems can be custom
designed for virtually any size venue, and now for the first time, ISP Technologies puts line array technology within reach of any
budget.
ISP’s Patented D-CAT Power Amplifier Technology
Each of our speaker cabinets is a two, three, or four-way active system and includes our patented D-CAT amplifiers. The D-CAT
amplifier technology is an extremely high current power design that can actually drive load impedances of less than 1 ohm. This
translates into incredible dynamic impact for transients, a more stable amplifier module, and is a higher value for the customer.
ISP Has Developed the Proprietary LINESIM™ Computer Design Program
LINESIM is a mathematical speaker modeling, analysis, and design software that was more than a year in development. Unlike
most contractors or music dealers who may use a common computer program to input the dimensions of a room and use this
information to sell the best fit from the inventory they have, using LINESIM, ISP actually optimizes the design of a custom
speaker system that has been specifically designed for the individual room. Larger rooms require more speakers in order to
deliver the required SPL level. This causes a problem in that multiple speakers equals multiple sound sources delivering
multiple sound waves that interact causing radical changes in the frequency response at different angles from the speakers.
This is where ISP Technologies has the advantage over all of the competition with its proprietary LINESIM software. All ISP
Technologies Line Array designs are developed using LINESIM, thus providing a new level of precision and high fidelity sound.
This ensures a design with proper pattern coverage, system dispersion, and high SPL performance without any system response
errors. As ISP is the manufacturer, we can deliver a custom designed line array system utilizing LINESIM to provide the
highest level of performance for your venue. We offer this design service directly to Houses of Worship or through our ISP
approved contractors only.

HIGH DEFINITION LINE HDL 4212
4-way line array element with the highest performance
and fidelity. Two 12 inch woofers, two 6.5 inch horn
loaded lower MF, two 3 inch horn loaded HMF
compression drivers, four 1.75 inch horn loaded HF
compression drivers with mylar diaphragms. Precision
lenses for seamless HF coverage with ‘air.’ Elements
available with vertical coverage of 5 degrees. 6
channels DCAT amplification (2000 watts RMS total
power) per box. The HDL 4210N will pin under the
HDL 4212 cabinets for nearfield applications.

HDL 4212
148 dB SPL
90 degree H x 4/8/12 degree V
43.5” W x 14.5” H x 27.5” D
2000 watts RMS, 6 channels
185 lbs.

HIGH DEFINITION LINE HDL 4210N/ F
4-way line array element with the highest performance
and fidelity. Two 10 inch woofers, two 6.5 inch horn
loaded lower MF, two 2 inch horn loaded HMF
compression drivers with phenolic diaphragms, two
1.75 inch horn loaded HF compression drivers with
mylar diaphragms. Precision lenses for seamless HF
coverage with ‘air.’ Elements available with vertical
coverage of 12 and 6 degrees. 4 channels DCAT
amplification (1000 watts RMS total power) per box.

HIGH DEFINITION LINE HDL 3112
3-way small format line array. One 12 inch woofer.
MF driver - 1 x 3 inch compression horn loaded .
HF drivers - 3 x 1.75 inch horn loaded. 800 watts
RMS, 3 channels DCAT amplification.

HIGH DEFINITION LINE HDL 2208
Small format 2-way line array. Two 8 inch woofers
and one 1.4 inch throat neo magnet. 850 watts
RMS , 3 channels, DCAT amplification.

HIGH DEFINITION LINE HDL 118
Flyable subwoofer designed for use with the HDL
3112. One 18 inch woofer. 1000 watts RMS , 3
channels, DCAT amplification. Two Steel bar handles. Can be flown or ground stacked.

HDL 4210
142 dB SPL
(Four Box Peak Output)
90 degree H x 6/12 degree V
43.5” W x 11.1” H x 27.5” D
1000 watts RMS, 4 channels
135 lbs.

HDL 3112
110 degree H x 8 V OR
110 degree H x 15 V
30” W x 14.1” H x 20.6” D
800 W RMS, 3 Channels
85 lbs.

HDL 2208
134 dB SPL
100 degree H x 10 degree V
24” W x 19” D x 9.1” H
850 watts RMS, 3 channels
62 lbs.

HDL 118
129 dB SPL
38Hz to 100Hz (-6dB)
28.5” W x 21.5” D x 30.25” H
1000 watts RMS, 3 channels
150 lbs.

All Cabinets are Baltic Birch with black rubberized polyurethane covering; custom paint available.
All Cabinets are available in weather resistant versions.

LT2 / LT2XF
1000 watts RMS 3-way cabinet. 15 inch woofer, 8 inch
midrange, 2 inch titanium HF driver. Flyware. External
amplifiers available.
XF - Includes upgraded HF driver.

LT1/ LT1XF
700 watts RMS 3-way cabinet. 12 inch woofer, 8 inch
midrange, 2 inch titanium HF driver. Flyware. External
amplifiers available.
XF - Upgraded 2 inch titanium HF diver response 50
Hz to 18 KHz.

TRIPOWER REFERENCE/ 2-BOX SYSTEM
1100 watts RMS. Two 12 inch woofers, 4 inch
compression mid, 1.75 inch HF driver. Flyware. Also
available in a 2-box version with separate mid-hi horn
pack.

HIGH DEFINITION MONITOR 212
High definition, high output front of house box. 900
watts RMS fan cooled 3-way. 2 x 12 neo woofers, dual
compression mids, 1.75 inch neo HF driver. Ground
stack or with Flyware.

HIGH DEFINITION MONITOR 210
The highest output you can pole mount. 900 watts
RMS. Two 10 inch neo woofers, dual compression
mids, 1.75 inch neo HF driver. Floor wedge or pole
mount.

HIGH DEFINITION MONITOR 115
High Definition with real low end. 900 watts RMS. One
15 inch neo woofer, dual compression mids, 1.75 inch
neo HF driver. Floor wedge or pole mount.

HIGH DEFINITION MONITOR 112
High Definition technology in our smallest package yet.
500 watt RMS fan cooled 3-way. 1 x 12 neo woofer,
dual compression mids, 1.75 inch neo HF driver. Floor
wedge or pole mount.

LT2
128 dB SPL
38 HZ to 16 KHz (-10 dB)
90 degree H x 70 degree V
30.54” W x 19.75” H x 19.5” D
115 lbs
LT2XF - 129 dB SPL
37 Hz to 19 KHz (-10 dB)
LT1
127 dB SPL
54 HZ to 16 KHz (-10 dB)
90 degree H x 70 degree V
28” W x 16” H x 14.9” D
80 lbs
LT1XF - 128 dB SPL
54 Hz to 19 KHz (-10 dB)

Tripower Reference
136 dB SPL
50 HZ to 19 KHz (-10 dB)
80 degree H x 40 degree V
24” W x 48.6” H x 19” D
160 lbs

HDM 212
133 dB SPL
62 HZ to 19 KHz (-10 dB)
75 degree H x 45 degree V
17.9” W x 37.4” H x 16.3” D
83 lbs

HDM 210
133 dB SPL
62 HZ to 19 KHz (-10 dB)
75 degree H x 45 degree V
17.9” W x 30.7” H x 16.3” D
73 lbs

HDM 115
130 dB SPL
44 Hz to 19 KHz (-10 dB)
75 degree H x 45 degree V
17.9” W x 30.7” H x 16.9” D
73 lbs.

HDM 112
127 dB SPL
48 Hz to 19 KHz (-10 dB)
75 degree H x 45 degree V
17.9” W x 25.5” H x 14.9” D
63 lbs.

TRIPOWER 900/ 15
Tripower 900 - 900 watts RMS, 15 inch woofer, 10
inch midrange, 1.75 inch HF driver.
Flyware.
Tripower 15 - 700 watts RMS. 15 inch woofer, 10 inch
midrange, 2 inch titanium driver. Flyware available.

PROWEDGE 212
PROWEDGE 212 is a professional two-way dual 12
high output floor monitor designed for professional
touring applications. 850 watts RMS 3-channel internal
D-CAT power amplification.

PROWEDGE 210
PROWEDGE 210 is a professional two-way dual 10
high output floor monitor designed for professional
touring applications. 850 watts RMS 3-channel internal
D-CAT power amplification.

TRIWEDGE/ TRIWEDGE XH
600 watts RMS active 3-way floor monitor. 12 inch
woofer, 10 inch mid, 2 inch compression driver, internal
4th order crossover network.
XH - Includes upgraded 1.75 inch compression driver.

TRIMAX
Available in various configurations with both single
Trimax 15 subwoofer or Trimax 18 subwoofer.
Subwoofers include all power amplification for both
subwoofer and 2-way top cabinet. Trimax 10 top box
10” midrange speaker, 2” titanium HF driver has pole
mount on bottom and allows top cabinet to be pole
mounted over Trimax subwoofer. Total system power
is 700 watts RMS with Trimax 18 subwoofer. A single
Trimax subwoofer can power up to two Trimax 10 top
boxes.

VMAX 15XL
400 watts RMS active 2-way. 15 inch woofer and 2
inch titanium HF driver. Distortion limiting. Three
inputs including two microphone inputs.

Tripower 900
129 dB SPL
45 Hz to 20 KHz
135 lbs.
Tripower 15
128 dB SPL
45 Hz to 16 KHz
40” H x 20” W x 18.5” D
120 lbs.

ProWedge 212
137 dB SPL
60 Hz to 16 KHz
60 degree H x 60 degree V
27.2” W x 21” D x 1616.9” H
80 lbs.

ProWedge 210
135 dB SPL
65 Hz to 16 KHz
60 degree H x 60 degree V
23” W x 19” D x 16” H
65 bs.

Triwedge
127 dB SPL
60 Hz to 16 KHz
16.5” W x 30.5” H x 18” D
85 lbs.
XH - 128 dB SPL
60 Hz to 18 KHz

Trimax 15
700 watts RMS
19.6” W x 27.5” H x 20” D
100 bs.
Trimax 18
100 watts RMS
24” W x 31.5” H x 24” D
115 bs.
Trimax 10
21” H x 14.2” W x 9.5” D
45 lbs.

VMAX 15XL
126 dB SPL
50 Hz to 16 KHz
30.5” W x 22” H x 18” D
85 lbs.

VMAX 12XL
400 watts RMS active 2-way. 12 inch woofer and 2
inch titanium HF driver. Distortion limiting. Three
inputs including two microphone inputs.

VMAX 150C XL/ VMAX 150C XH
400 watts RMS active 2-way trap cabinet. 15 inch
woofer, 2 inch titanium compression driver. Flyware.
External amplifiers available.
XH - Includes upgraded 1.75 inch compression driver.

VMAX 120C XL
400 watts RMS active 2-way trap cabinet. 12 inch
woofer, 2 inch titanium compression driver. Flyware.
External amplifiers available.

XMAX 212
1000 watts RMS active, dual 12 inch sub woofers.
Internal stereo 4th order crossover. Touring version
with handles and casters available.

XMAX 112
1400 watts RMS active 12 inch sub woofer. Internal
stereo 4th order crossover. Touring version with
handles and casters available.

XMAX 218 T
2000 watts RMS active, dual 18 inch sub woofers. 4
inch voice coil, internal 4th order crossover. 10 touring
handles and 1-3/8” pole mount on side.

VMAX 12XL
126 dB SPL
55 Hz to 16 KHz
28” W x 19” H x 15.5” D
65 lbs.

VMAX 150C XL
126 dB SPL
50 Hz to 16 KHz
30.5” H x 22” W x 18” D
85 lbs.
VMAX 150C XH - 127 dB SPL
50 Hz to 19 KHz

VMAX 120C XL
126 dB SPL
55 Hz to 16 KHz
28” W x 19” H x 15.5” D
65 lbs.

XMAX 212
136 dB SPL
35 Hz to 100 Hz (-6 dB)
42.5” W x 24” H x 45” D
225 lbs.

XMAX 112
132 dB SPL
40 Hz to 100 Hz (-6 dB)
35.8” W x 22.7” H x 36” D
175 bs.

XMAX 218 T
134 dB SPL
28 Hz to 120 Hz (-10 dB)
24” W x 34.5” D x 45.9” H
220 lbs.

XMAX 218
2000 watts RMS active, dual 18 inch sub woofers. 4
inch voice coil, internal stereo 4th order crossover.
Available in touring version with dolly board.

XMAX 118
1000 watts RMS active, 18 inch sub woofer. Internal
stereo 4th order crossover.

XMAX 415
2000 watts RMS active, four 15 inch sub woofer.
Internal 4th order crossover. Available in touring version

XMAX 115
1000 watts RMS active, 15 inch sub woofer. Internal
stereo 4th order crossover.

SA 215
Designed to fill two roles. The first is for a subwoofer that
is impressively deep and accurate. The second is for a
subwoofer that can operate in the 90 - 260 Hz band to
augment the output of HDL line arrays in this LF band,
and is sized and braced to support the array frame for
ground stacking of HDL 4210 arrays.

SA/ SP 118
SA 118 - 600 watts RMS active, 18 inch sub woofer,
allows connection of an additional PS 118 for 900 watt
system. Internal stereo 4th order crossover.
PS 118 - passive version of SA 118 designed for
satellite connection to SA 118.

SA/ PS 115
SA 115 - 600 watts RMS active, 15 inch sub woofer,
allows connection of an additional PS 115 for 900 watt
system. Internal stereo 4th order crossover.
PS 115 - passive version of SA 115 designed for
satellite connection to SA 115.

XMAX 218
135 dB SPL
28 Hz to 128 Hz (-10 dB)
48” W x 22.5” H x 30” D
230 lbs. (260 w/ dolly board)

XMAX 118
128 dB SPL
38 Hz to 100 Hz (-6 dB)
24” W x 31.5” H x 24” D
115 lbs.

XMAX 415
135 dB SPL
33 Hz to 110 Hz (-10 dB)
29.75” W x 45.6 “ H x 21.25” D
200 lbs.

XMAX 115
127 dB SPL
40 Hz to 100 Hz (-6 dB)
19.6” W x 27.5” H x 20” D
100 lbs.

SA 215
132 dB SPL
3 Hz to 250 Hz (-3 dB)
45” W x 20.6” H x 35” D
140 lbs.

SA 118
126 dB
39 Hz to 100 Hz (-6 dB)
24” W x 31.5” H x 24” D
115 lbs.
SP 118 - 100 lbs.

SA 115
125 dB
39 Hz to 100 Hz (-6 dB)
19.6” W x 27.5” H x 20” D
100 lbs.
PS 115 - 40 Hz to 100 Hz
(-6 dB) 85 lbs.

HDA SERIES REMOTE AMPLIFIER
All ISP Technologies self powered cabinets and Line
Array Systems are available with external remote
amplifiers. Available for all subwoofers, top boxes, and
all Line Array Systems.

AUDIO TRANSIENT SUPPRESSOR
Rack mount Audio Transient Suppressor designed to
eliminate damage to amplifiers because of spikes that
exceed the supply rails when systems are turned on and
off.

HDA Remote Amp
1000 watts RMS
19” W x 16” D x 3.5” H
30 bs.

Transient Suppressor
Turn on: Mutes output for one
second
Turn off: Mutes output in 1/2 of
one 60 cycle
19” W x 1.75” H x 6” D
8 lbs.

NOTE: All products may be covered under one or more of the following patents with other US and foreign patents pending
7,957,546, 7,035,413, 6,944,305, 6,931,134, 6,831,514, 6,091,013
All Cabinets are Baltic Birch with black rubberized polyurethane covering; custom paint available.
All Cabinets are available in weather resistant versions.

DISTRIBUTED SOUND INNOVATION
The HIGH DEFINITION DISTRIBUTED SOUND SYSTEM™ (HDDS™) from ISP Technologies redefines the world of distributed sound. ISP Technologies introduces the world’s only High Fidelity,
Low Cost, Self Powered, easy to install, expandable, High Definition Distributed Sound System.
The High Definition design offers state of the art high fidelity distributed sound with precision
equalized, self-powered speakers all connected and powered over Cat5 cable. The High Definition Sound System has greater fidelity and clarity than any of the current 70-volt systems, as well
as greater ease for expandability and far greater flexibility. The High Definition Distributed System is interconnected using low cost Cat5 cable, all with plug and play RJ45 connectors making
installation easier. The Master Control Module offers six controllable zones making multiple zone
installs fast and easy and also allows each zone to be linked with the previous zone to allow for
stereo control or easy control over large installed systems. The HDDS system allows an infinite
number of Master Control Modules to be connected and linked for extremely large installs. The
High Definition Distributed Sound System is viable because of ISP Technologies patented Dynamic Current Amplifier Technology, D-CAT™, and this innovative HDDS system is also the subject of
other pending patents. A unique low current D-CAT power amplifier requires a fraction of the idle
current of any other power amplifier design, which means that virtually all of the system current
goes to drive the speakers not to idle current in the amplifiers. The system distributes extremely
low voltage Alternating Current over Cat5 cable plus high-level balanced audio and is capable of
greater than 30 watts continuous power per speaker. Because the speakers are self-powered
and receive a line level audio input there is no need to install expensive power attenuators for remote zone level control. Typical power attenuators can degrade system performance with a 70volt system. The High Definition Distributed Sound System Master Control Module provides a remote level control per zone all done with Voltage Controlled Amplifiers, which means the remote
level is a simple control voltage via Cat5 connected to a low cost potentiometer. The Master Control Module’s Master Levels allow a maximum level to be set within each zone so that each Remote Level Control can adjust the zone level within the preset Master Level. For more flexibility,
each ceiling speaker includes an additional RJ45 connector offering a separate level control per
speaker so office installations can include a separate level control in each office. You can even
control multiple stereo speakers per room. All surface mount speakers also include rear level
controls allowing the separate adjustment and balance of each speaker within the zone. Each of
the Master Control Module’s six zones has three outputs, which allow up to 10 series connected
speakers via a single Cat 5 cable depending on maximum SPL requirements. Each zone can include up to 30 speakers, providing a maximum potential of 180 speakers per Master Control Module. For smaller systems we offer the BRC1 single zone control module in a small convenient
package, and for even greater system options with a simple interface cable you can connect any
of the ISP Technologies high performance Professional Audio products. This allows the control
of high powered subwoofers, full range top boxes or even our high performance line array systems with the HDDS controller, offering infinite possibilities for systems design.

